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Latest round in softwood lumber dispute begins
U.S. imposes duties on Canadian
softwood lumber
BY R OBIN BRUNET

Z

ealous’ is how many describe U.S. President
Donald Trump’s foray into lumber hostilities,
in the wake of the U.S. Commerce Department
announcing its first batch of duties on imported wood
in the neighbourhood of 20 percent.
And while Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has called
the action unfair and vowed to fight back, many are
questioning whether the power of a Liberal leader
widely perceived as feel-good (and who adopted
a muted tone towards White House relations
shortly after the U.S. elections) is any match for
his counterpart that has to date made good on his
America-first trade posture.
The bad news was delivered April 25 when the
Commerce Department announced that U.S.
Customs will start collecting cash deposits from
Canadian logging companies; it accused companies
of benefiting from subsidies ranging from three per
cent by J.D. Irving Ltd., to 12.82 per cent for Resolute
FP Canada, Ltd., and 20.26 per cent for Canfor Corp.
West Fraser Mills was the highest at 24.12 per cent,

and most other companies came in at 19.88 per cent.
Duties will also be collected retroactively for the
past 90 days, which analysts calculate will bring the
total amount to between 30 and 40 percent.
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross called Canada
“generally a good neighbour,” but “It’s not a question
of President Trump ‘messing’ with the Canadians. We
believe the Canadians violated legitimate practice.”
To w h i c h D u n c a n D a v i e s , C E O
of Interfor Corporation, said, “The Canadian industry
is not subsidized. Log costs in the United States are
less than they are in Canada. We should all understand
the work of politics in this whole situation.” He
agreed with B.C.’s lumber envoy David Emerson’s
assessment of the duties being “a shakedown.”
It is believed this opening salvo will most likely
be followed by a consideration of anti-dumping
duties, then a final determination by the Commerce
Department as early as the first week of September
– with these developments playing out alongside
the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade
Agreement.
The outcome of this could be an agreement; a
retreat by the U.S. government (which most believe
is unlikely); or a lengthy court battle.
Trump’s actions were widely lauded by U.S.

industry. “We are pleased with this initial outcome
and are looking forward to the (next, anti-dumping)
duties expected to be announced June 23,’’ Zoltan
van Heyningen, spokesman for the U.S. Lumber
Coalition, told reporters.
In Canada, Unifor president Jerry Dias urged Ottawa
to act now: “It’s hard to exaggerate the impact tariffs
will have on hundreds of small communities; the
federal government needs to have a plan in place
and act swiftly.’’
But so far, Ottawa’s counter-action has been limited
to promising financial aid, and even on that score
the Liberals said they must study the details of the
punitive measures before deciding how much should
be doled out.
Experts point out that the last time aid was required
(in 2001, when a combined 27 percent duty imposed
by the U.S. caused 15,000 forestry workers to be laid
off) it took the feds over a year to dispense a $300
million package, followed by $1.5 billion three years
later, to exporters facing over $5 billion in duties.
Plus, some province such as British Columbia are
fearful that compensation will be perceived by the
Continued on page 3
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wages.”
She cited U.S. National Association of Home
Builders studies showing that a 25-per-cent duty on
Canadian softwood lumber imports would result in
nearly 8,000 lost jobs in the United States. “This
translates into $450-million (U.S.) in lost wages……
home ownership will be less attainable for many
Americans; jobs will be lost in the construction and
related sectors; and it will make it that much harder
for Mr. Trump to fulfill his promise to increase GDP
growth to 4 per cent.”
Christensen concluded, “Getting a new softwood
deal must be near the top of Canada’s list of issues

to raise with the new administration…..and, because
in every negotiation there is give and take, we must
consider the list of issues the Trump administration
will bring to the table, and what we are willing to
give up to get a deal on softwood.
“Mr. Trump comes to office unencumbered by the
lobbyist establishment that has swayed the debate
so far Canada needs to tell the story of how our
softwood contributes to U.S. economic growth, and
how restricting its import will hurt most the very
people who voted him into office. What is certain
is that with Mr. Trump, things will not be business
as usual. In an environment of uncertainty, this is a

U.S. as further proof the Canadian industry relies
on subsidies.
Overall, Ottawa’s stance seems to be that of
resignation. While Natural Resources Minister Jim
Carr told reporters that “we will vigorously fight
for the interests of the Canadian softwood lumber
industry, its workers, and their communities,” he also
pointed to the history of trade actions and noted that
“there inevitably will be
job losses.”
For his part, NDP
Leader Tom Mulcair
said Trudeau had 18
months since the expiry
of the previous softwood
lumber agreement
Fast, flexible financing available – up to 100%, $0 down
to create a plan to
support the Canadian
industry. “What has
this government been
doing for 18 months,
that’s the real question.
Apparently the answer
is nothing.”
So far, Trudeau and
Trump have limited their
interaction to agreeing
on the importance of
reaching a negotiated
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negotiated settlement is
not only possible but in
the best interests of both
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countries.”
In the longer term, an
unlikely ray of sunshine
could inadvertently be
provided by Trump
himself. In a prescient
January 12 column in
the Globe and Mail,
Naomi Christensen, a
senior policy analyst
with the Canada West
Foundation, predicted
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EDITORIAL
Here we go again. In a move that surprised no one the U.S.
department of commerce announced countervailing duties on
Canadian softwood lumber imports. This is just the latest round in
a dispute whose modern iteration dates back to 1982 (although
trade disputes over lumber were happening as far back as the
early 1800s.)
As of late April the latest chapter in the Canada / U.S. lumber
drama unfolded, Lumber V is coming to a sawmill near you.
While it can be assumed that this latest round will be resolved in
the typical fashion of the last thirty years where Canada wins the
day in World Trade Organization and NAFTA dispute-settlement
panels, which usually take several painful years. This time around
there are a couple of new factors; namely, President Donald Trump
and his willingness, indeed his deep desire, to scrap NAFTA in its
entirety. This time around things are a whole lot more complicated
in an already very complicated business.
The pain won’t just be felt on this side of the border either. The
American construction industry stands to lose over thousands
of jobs over the price of lumber. Like so many moves made by
President Trump this one (although long brewing) seems to be more
about appearances and to gain leverage elsewhere rather than an
actual interest in the issue. Note the fact that more Americans work
in carwashes than in the coal industry that Trump ‘saved.’
Meanwhile in Canada we’ve been through this before and we
know what to do; tighten our belts and call the lawyers. Sad.

It’s going to cost
HOW MUCH to build
my new hotel?!?!

The true cost of softwood lumber duties hits home.

Comments from the web
RE: Softwood lumber decision Tuesday
is Trump’s next chance to hammer
Canada

RE: Opinion: Shipping raw logs out of
B.C. is bleeding our forest industry and
communities dry
The temporary closure of that mill has
Lets continue working on new markets for nothing to do with log exports. Pulp logs
our lumber industry with the goal of less aren’t harvested on the Coast independent of
reliance on US markets. Could we get to stands of significantly more valuable timber
the point of selling to the USA on our terms, as the price for such logs doesn’t come close
not theirs?
to covering the cost of harvesting, stumpage,
transportation etc. Export logs fetch prices
Brian Kurikka
orders of magnitude higher than pulp logs

thereby making more pulp logs available
for mills. The authors of this opinion piece
represent a strange alliance of those living
off the union dues of workers in mills that
have been at the margin of economic viability
for decades and hysteria campaigners intent
on killing those tenuous jobs along with the
forest workers involved in currently more
viable areas of the sector.
John Chittick

editor@workingforest.com
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The Atikokan Generating Station was
converted from coal to biomass fuel in the
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Canadian industry reacts to U.S. softwood duties
Forest sector will fight for jobs and
communities affected by u.s. duties
The U.S. Department of Commerce has announced
preliminary countervailing duties on Canadian softwood
lumber. The duties, a response to a petition filed by the
Committee Overseeing Action for Lumber International
Trade Investigations or Negotiations (COALITION),
are set at: West Fraser 24.12%, Canfor 20.26%, Tolko
19.5%, Resolute 12.82%, JD Irving 3.02%, and 19.88%
for all other Canadian producers.
“These duties stand to hurt hard working men and
women in our mill communities across Canada,” says
Derek Nighbor, CEO, Forest Products Association
of Canada. “The duties are unwarranted and without

merit. We 100% support the federal government’s
“Team Canada” position and we must have a fair and
equitable trading structure for both our industry and
U.S. customers.”
These duties will have a negative impact not only
here in Canada but also on U.S. consumers. Currently,
American demand for lumber far exceeds what the
American industry is able to produce. They need
Canada’s softwood lumber.
Research from the National Association of Home
Builders in the United States found that for every $1,000
increase in house prices (due to higher lumber costs),
150,000 families are priced out of purchasing a home.
It was also found that at just a 15 percent tariff, 4,600
American jobs and $265 million in wages and salaries

would be lost.
“We will stand up for our industry’s workers and
impacted mill communities in Canada and call on
federal and provincial governments to work with us to
ensure they can maintain their livelihoods during this
difficult period.” says Nighbor.
Canada is the largest softwood lumber exporter to the
United States. The Canadian forest products industry
is vital to the national economy and the economies of
many forest dependent communities across the country.
The sector is one of Canada’s largest employers,
providing 230,000 direct jobs and supporting 1 million
families across the country.

Alber ta Softwood Lumber Trade these tariffs and fight for Alberta jobs that depend do these things or pay for them. Various legal panels,
on a healthy, sustainable forest sector. All options, including NAFTA, WTO, and others have upheld
Council Statement
The United States Department of Commerce has
announced the imposition of tariffs ranging from 19%
to 24% on Alberta lumber imported into the American
market.
“We are disappointed that the United States has chosen
this course of action. Their accusations are baseless
and unfounded,” said Paul Whittaker, Co-Chair of the
Alberta Softwood Lumber Trade Council. “Alberta’s
timber pricing practices have repeatedly been found to
be fair and competitive by international tribunals. We
plan to work closely with the Government of Canada
and the Government of Alberta to vigorously challenge

including litigation, are on the table. We expect to be Canadian arguments in the past.
fully vindicated.”
Forestry is a major contributor to 70 communities in
Arguments that US producers make in regard to Alberta and creates thousands of direct and spin-off jobs.
Alberta’s timber pricing system have consistently been The value of the forest sector to Alberta’s economy is
found to be erroneous. They argue that producers in approximately $5 billion. As an export-focused sector,
Alberta and other parts of Canada do not pay market access to important markets like the United States is
rates for timber. This does not take into account many critical for the survival of forestry in Alberta.
costs, including reforestation, land management, road
building, environmental
Email: info@
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producers must pay. US
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Balancing Act: B.C. walks a fine line between
BYJOHN THOMSON

L

og exports are a contentious issue in British
Columbia. Almost 26 million cubic metres
of timber has left the province since 2013,
most of it going to China, irking those who believe
logs should stay in B.C. and feed the mills at home.
“The Chinese log market, like the lumber market,
went from “zero to sixty” in a very short period of
time,” says Rick Jeffery, President and CEO of the
Coast Forest Products Association, representing
17 processing, harvesting and manufacturing
companies on Vancouver Island. Over 95 percent
of logs exported from Canada come from British
Columbia and most of that comes from B.C.’s
coastal region which includes the Island.
The turnaround came in 2005 when the B.C.
forest industry aggressively diversified and the
Chinese embarked on a massive infrastructure
program. “They really liked our lumber so they
started buying our logs as well. They take two to
three million cubic metres a year,” says Jeffery.
B.C. also exports logs to Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and the United States. But it’s China that
receives the bulk of the exports, primarily balsam
and hemlock. As of April 2017, a low grade
hemlock log commanded an average of $75 per
cubic metre on the domestic market compared
to $125 offshore. Although logs are offered to
domestic mills first, the price differential makes

offshore sales very attractive.  
The Public and Private Workers of Canada, 3,000
strong and comprised primarily of millworkers,
takes a different perspective. Approximately 10
percent of B.C.s annual harvest is shipped overseas
and that, it says, is too much.
“It’s really simple. If you’re going to cut a tree in
British Columbia, you need to make every effort
to process those logs here,” says union President
Arnold Bercov. Bercov argues shipping logs
overseas deprives local mills of fibre, undermining
B.C.’s 90 plus communities that depend on the
forest industry for employment.
“We’re letting this industry sail away on boats,”
he says “because we’re not putting any thought
into what people actually want. There’s a ton of
young people that would love the opportunity to
work and play [in a rural community] and live a
good, clean life and do it responsibly. People want
employment.”
The union argues that had last year’s supply of
unprocessed logs been milled in BC instead of
being shipped overseas, thousands more men and
women could have been employed in the province’s
forest sector.
But industry says log exports are an economic
driver in their own right. Provincial Orders-inCouncil, for example, encourage logging companies
to harvest difficult stands other harvesters may
choose to pass up because of costs or location. In
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exchange, the logging company is allowed to 30
percent of the harvest it has retrieved. This provides
fibre for everyone. Without the incentive, the 70
percent of the remaining logs that aren’t exported
wouldn’t be available to domestic sawmills, pulp
mills and manufacturers.
“It is not our position that we should be exporting
every log,” says Paul Mockler, Vice-President
of Finance at A&A Trading, one of several log
producers on Vancouver Island. A&A conforms
to the industry standard; it sells 30 percent of its
logs to foreign buyers and 70 percent in province.
“Rather, what we’re seeing is that placing a portion
of the timber on the export market is an important
part of the sector.” Harvesting logs for export
employs fallers, haulers and yard workers, even
the gang that drive the boom boats. The company
paid out eight million dollars in salaries, wages and
benefits and another 65 million to contractors and
suppliers on its coastal operations alone in 2016.
The law is quite clear on B.C. log exports.
Provincial legislation ensures domestic mills
and manufacturers get first crack at B.C.s timber
supply. Logs are advertised on the Vancouver Log
Market and local mills and manufacturers have a
two week window in which to submit an offer to
purchase. If an offer is received, the log cannot
be exported. The remaining logs are submitted to
a surplus test administered by the Timber Export
Advisory Committee. Certain species, red cedar,
26
26
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exporting logs and keeping them at home
cypress and the higher quality grades of hemlock,
balsam, Douglas fir and spruce are off the table;
they cannot leave the country.
“The people on the Committee are very familiar
with market conditions,” says Export Committee
Secretary John Cook. “They’re looking at the
quality of the log, where the mill is and where they
want it delivered. They look at what the current
market price is for that log in B.C. and then they
will adjudicate whether the offer made is within
reasonable levels of that. If it is a reasonable offer
then the wood is determined to be not surplus; if
not, it is considered surplus to domestic needs.”
This clears the way for an offshore sale. And even
if an export sale is imminent, domestic mills can
block the sale if they suddenly require fibre.
“There’s a lot of horse trading that goes on,” says
Jeffery. “Companies that want to export logs know
who needs logs domestically and who is likely to
block them. They’ll make deals with those guys to
make sure they’re providing them with logs so that
when they put their stuff on the surplus list, they
know the people that need logs get logs before [the
logging companies] try to export them.”
Log producers pay a fee in lieu of manufacturing,
essentially an export tax, and a federal tax to ship
logs out of the country.
Nevertheless, critics would like to curtail exports.
Some have called for a ban.
“I’m not naive. I understand you can’t ban log
exports without having a policy in place that would
rebuild the industry,” says Public and Private
Workers of Canada President Arnold Bercov. Nor
does he believe in higher export fees. “I’m not a
huge fan of that. So now you have a really high tax
and nobody can export wood. Trees are still being
cut down and so now we’re worse off.”
Bercov would like to see a return to appurtenancy,
the policy of ensuring that trees harvested in a given
region must be milled in that region.
“If we made it that companies that wanted to
harvest trees here had to mill them here then we

would create a huge economic value for the people
of this province,” he says.
Appurtenancy was created by the B.C. government
in the 1940’s as a way to create a viable and robust
forest industry. The forest company would get a
license; the province would get a mill. It worked
well in its day when there was plenty of fibre to
go around, says Coast Forest Products Association
President and CEO Rick Jeffrey, but times have
changed. Appurtenancy was abolished in 2003.
“Now you have an environment of declining
AAC’s,” he says. “On the coast of British Columbia
in the ‘80’s the Crown AAC was in the 25 million
cubic metres a year range. Today it’s 16 million. In
the interior, you had a 55 to 60 cubic metre a year
business. The pine beetle hit and they’re scheduled
to go down to around 40 million. So how are
you going to rationalize the business? You can’t
rationalize the business by saying the logs from
this particular license have to be manufactured
by that licensee in that particular area. You would
create a globally uncompetitive industry by forcing

appurtenancy.”
Given the changing nature of British Columbia’s
forest industry, especially in light of upcoming
duties on Canadian softwood, B.C. log exports are
likely to continue.
“The way to keep logs in British Columbia is to
improve the competitiveness of the forest industry,”
Jeffrey continues, and that means reducing taxes,
regulatory costs and labour costs.
It would also help, he says, to create a level playing
field and, as it applies to China, insist on regulatory
changes when negotiating trade deals so that their
costs are closer to our own.
“They have lower environmental standards,
low wages and poor worker safety standards,”
says Jeffery. “So their essential cost structure is
significantly lower that a mill in North America.
We have to put pressure on the Chinese to bring
up their environmental standards, to bring up their
wages and to bring up their safety standards.”
“If you want to reduce log exports, this is the
roadway.”
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Forestry 4.0: Strengthening the
BY F PINNOVATIONS

upply chains have evolved significantly
in recent decades, and yet are now on
the edge of even more transformative
changes driven by the digital revolution. The
fourth industrial revolution, as it is called, is
characterized by an interconnection of machines
and systems within the production sites but also
between them and the outside world.
Information collection and transmission have
progressed to the point where it is now common

S

to exchange data in real-time from anywhere in
the world. This has made it possible to generate
enormous digital information flows, and the
emergence of connected devices will amplify this
phenomenon. Currently, Canada’s resource sector
is challenged to be part of the global supply chain
revolution. To close the gap caused by inadequate
communication networks and insufficient in-depth
data collection along the fibre supply chain, it
is necessary to continue the development of
technologies that will enable the generation of
and access to real-time process input/output data
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relevant to supply chain management and adapted
to Canadian conditions.
To help the Canadian industry position itself
as a leader of this new technological revolution,
FPInnovations is launching Forestry 4.0, an
initiative aimed at enabling the upstream part of
the forest value chain to fully leverage the agility
and power of the fourth industrial revolution. The
initiative is based on four major themes.
The Real Environment theme aims at developing
foundational data to permit monitoring, analysis
and decision making along the supply chain.
Real Environment is dedicated to the
development of technologies and the science
necessary to feed the value chain.The building
block of the fourth industrial revolution is the
generation of ubiquitous reliable data describing
the constantly changing “real environment”
of production. This information is needed
to dynamically adjust the supply chain for
processes based on market demand.
The Internet of Forest is based on realtime communication, big data exchange and
technology assembly. It aims to develop and
implement communication systems in resource
operations that will enable the implementation
of the Industry 4.0 standard. These systems
will cover a wide range of communication
needs: vehicle-to-vehicle and machine-tomachine (V2V/M2M), vehicle and machine-toinfrastructure (V2I/M2I), operations-to-cellular
and internet networks, real time communications
in remote operations, etc.
Internet of forest focuses on the critical missing
communication link in many remote and large
areas of Canadian forests. The activities carried
out under this theme will represent the key
enablers in our ability to exchange real-time data
between forest operations and decision centers.
The NextGen Fibre Supply Chain focuses on
the development and implementation of nextA sustainable Boreal Forest is our business
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gervaisforest@bellnet.ca

CAMBRIAN TRUCK CENTRE
Corner of Hwy 17 @ Hwy 69 Bypass

Sudbury

(705) 560-8661 (866) 242-4026
PARTS & SERVICE MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7am to Midnight

WWW.CAMBRIANTRUCKS.COM
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Canadian forest sector
generation equipment, hardware, software
and models that will allow forest operations
to run to an Industry 4.0 standard by being
automated, connected and accessed in real-time.
This is the theme under
which efforts will be
made to develop, test
and implement new
production systems
based on some of the
latest technological
developments. This
theme is seen as the
accelerator of the value
chain, leveraging data of
the Real Environment to
adapt actions based on
specific user demands.
F i n a l l y, t h e D a t a
Analytics theme will
focus on developing
knowledge and methods
to transform raw or
semi-transformed data
into intelligence capable of feeding management
systems and supply chain processes based on
powerful optimization and simulation models.
In other words, this theme serves as an integrator
of the complete upstream process in order to

implement “smart harvesting” and artificial
intelligence to the management of the Canadian
forest sector value chain.
By launching the Forestry 4.0 initiative,

from climate change and increasing pressure
from other users. The project will favor the
introduction of new technology, making the sector
more appealing to the next generation of workers
and help address the
current shortage of
skilled labor in the
sector. Finally, the
Internet of Forests
(IoF) connectivity
could eventually be
exported to other
remote industries
or communities or
countries.
To learn more about
FPInnovations’
Forestry 4.0 initiative,
please contact
Francis Charette
(francis.charette@
fpinnovations.
ca), Associate
Research Leader in
FPInnovations hopes to move the forest supply FPInnovations’ Modeling and Decision Support
chain to Industry 4.0 standards of reactivity group. You may also view the Forestry 4.0 video
to market needs, agility and connectivity. The at https://youtu.be/r4vhLQ8OEP0.
application of these standards will also make it
easier and quicker to react to the supply fluctuations

CAT 521B, 522B & 541 II TRACK FELLER BUNCHERS
RELIABLE HARVESTING OPERATION WITH EASY MAINTENANCE AND LOW OPERATING COSTS.
TIER 3 EMISSIONS

HEAVIEST LIFT CAPACITIES

HIGH SWING TORQUE

The CAT C9 ACERT Tier 3 high torque engine
provides excellent power, fuel economy,
serviceability and durability.

CAT has the heaviest lift capacities when
compared to our competitors.
More lift more trees.

Designed for high production
clear cut and for clear or select
cut in rough terrain.

FUEL CONSUMPTION
GUARANTEES

CAT NORTH AMERICAN
MADE ENGINES

BEST IN CLASS
SERVICEABILITY

CAT has fuel guarantees for the first
three years or 5000 hours. $1.00/liter for
every liter over the guaranteed average
consumption.

The CAT C9 engine is made in North America
and has been a proven engine in our forestry
machines and many other CAT construction
models.

Fully opening gull wing engine & hydraulic
service doors which you can work from.

Call your Toromont Cat representative today to find out how to take advantage of all that
the New Cat 521B, 522B and 541 II track feller bunchers can provide your business.
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Ontario SFLs remain flexible in the face
BY S HAUN L ESLIE T URRI FF

F

or those managing Sustainable Forest
Licenses, things generally look pretty good.
Two SFL holders welcomed stronger markets,
while overcoming unique staffing issues, as well as
continuing concerns around species at risk and trade
with the US.
The Working Forest spoke with Peter Nitschke,
General Manager of Bancroft Minden
Forest Co., Inc. Bancroft Minden
Forest Co., was established in 1998. It
is a cooperative SFL with 9 sawmills,
1 pulp mill, and 15 independent
operators. Nitschke has been the
General Manager since the company
started operations. Bancroft Minden’s
SFL is currently in the second year
of their Phase Two plan, which is
year seven of the ten year plan.
“Groundwork for the next ten year
plan will begin in the spring,” says
Nitschke.
“The markets are variable and can
change quickly,” says Nitschke. He
notes that tolerant hardwood lumber
seems slow at this particular time,
white pine has improved, and poplar
for sawlogs and pulp are in demand.
“The white pine markets have been
soft, so the improvement there has been
helpful, in both the forest management and on the
milling side,” says Nitschke. “Commercial fuelwood

markets had been strong, with good prices, but that
softened over the winter.” Nitschke suspects that the
commercial fuelwood situation is temporary, based
on a mild winter, and not changing consumption
patterns.
The Working Forest also spoke with Nick Gooderham,
General Manager at Ottawa Valley Forest. “We hold
the SFL for all the Crown land in Renfrew. We have
9 shareholders, both wood processing facilities

and wood contractors, and one associate member
representing the First Nations community”, says
Gooderham.
“Harvest levels are
low compared to the 10 year
plan,” says Gooderham.
Slow markets in the first
five years of the plan are
mostly to blame. However
Gooderham notes that “the

Resource Land Holdings, LLC is a $800MM
natural resource and real estate
private equity ﬁrm interested in acquiring
freehold timberland in excess of $10MM in Canada
RLH’s afﬁliate, Canadian Timber Partners, Ltd., owns a
145,000 acre freehold timber property in Northern Ontario
RLH purchases land with no ﬁnancing contingencies

Interested parties can contact:
Byron Levkulich, CFA, CPA | Principal
Resource Land Holdings, LLC

720.723.2859

markets now are looking good. We have demand
for all species and all products moving forward,
especially the higher value products”. White and red
pine, poplar and oak all look good. “Oak did well
last year,” says Gooderham. “We should have more
demand for harvest areas.” Gooderham attributes
the market uptick to the US housing demand, as that
market recovered, although he notes that most of his
products are sold to local markets.
The slowness in tolerant hardwood
lumber and some softness in
commercial fuelwood is having some
impact on Bancroft Minden. Markets
for pulpwood-quality products of many
species are also a perennial problem.
“The poplar situation is very good right
now, and probably will be for a while.
Poplar is in shorter supply, so there’s
demand for that,” says Nitschke.
“The fluctuating markets mean we
need to be more flexible, which can be
tough in a 10 year planning cycle. We
built some flexibility into our plan,”
says Nitschke. “We focus on doing the
prep work, and having a more detailed
harvest plan. We build flexibility
into the annual work schedule.” This
flexibility allows the shareholders at
Bancroft Minden to better manage
changes in the market. “People need
options,” says Nitschke. “The markets
have had less of an impact because of our advanced
planning. The last thing we want is to be in the way
of someone going to work.”
“We have been dealing with a number of staff
retirements over the last 2 years,” says Nitschke. “We
have almost all new staff.” Foresight and planning
were again central to facing this challenge. “We saw
these staff changes coming, 3 or 4 years ago. We
went to the board and developed a succession plan,”
says Nitschke. “We ensured that there was some
knowledge
transfer.
After you’ve been in this
business long enough,
you take for granted
how much you know.
It’s important that you
pass that on.”
“Within the Company,
we have almost all
new faces and people
in new, larger roles,”

Northern work needs
Northern insurance.
work
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of fluctuating markets and labour issues
says Nitschke. “This means that we are in ‘learning’
mode, trying to keep everything running smoothly
while the new team comes together.” Bancroft
Minden focused on replacing it;s field staff first, and
also coped by ensuring overlap between the new and
old employees. “It’s a big deal to carry extra people
for six or eight months. But we had the full support
of the shareholders.” For Nitschke and Bancroft
Minden, the process was both challenging and very
fulfilling.
Nitschke was nervous about the changeover, having
heard stories of other companies having trouble
finding foresters and qualified staff. “I feel very
fortunate with the results of our latest recruiting
drive,” says Nitschke. “We have excellent and
committed people in place, and our future looks very
bright to me. I think our location, our interesting
forest, and family-owned business attitudes have all
contributed to our successes.”
Labour is a problem for the shareholders at Bancroft
Minden, however. Nitschke acknowledges that it’s
harder to find young people to work in the industry at
that level. “It’s hard to find people, young people, who
want to do the trucking, or the cutting, who want to
do that for a living.” Nitschke notes that this leads to
fewer cut and skid operations, and more feller-buncher
operations, but notes that the increased capital cost of

equipment can be challenging for the shareholders as
well. “We’re seeing some generational changeover in
the shareholder operators, but not everywhere,” says
Nitschke.
Labour is also an issue in the Ottawa Valley forest.
“We hear about the labour shortage all the time,”
says Gooderham. “ Loggers in particular have a hard
time to get young guys into the bush.” Gooderham
attributes it in part to other local employers who can
offer better wages.
With the reopening of the softwood lumber agreement
with the US, and increasingly troublesome rhetoric
surrounding trade with our neighbour to the south,
Nitschke says he’s grateful to work in a forest that is
not dominated by softwood. “But uncertainty is never
good for the industry,” he says. Other challenges
include increasing government regulations, as well
as issues surrounding species at risk, but Nitschke
remains optimistic.
For Gooderham and Ottawa Valley Forest, the
softwood lumber agreement is more pressing.
“White and red pine would fall under that agreement,
so there is a lot of uncertainty there.”
More challenging for Gooderham, however, are
issues surrounding species at risk. “We have lots of
Blanding’s turtles in the forest, and Wood turtles. The
area of concern is quite large,” notes Gooderham.

“The regulations around these species make building
roads very difficult during the road building season.
We end up building roads in the fall and winter,” says
Gooderham. “It’s more expensive, and you end up
with bad roads.”
Recently, Ottawa Valley Forest, Gooderham and the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources worked out
new regulations surrounding the Blanding’s turtle
to facilitate road building during the late summer.
“At least we can get our roads in place now, and still
protect the forest and turtles. It’s a big win for us,”
says Gooderham. “Between stronger markets and
these new, decreased restrictions, we hope to get our
cut up to what it should be.”

SERCO 8500
TRUCK MOUNT

H.J. SEARSON LTD
Eganville, ON

(613) 628-2217

UNIT: JOHN GREGOIRE, HEYDEN, ONTARIO

SMOOTH
Andrew Betts cut his first load of pulp at the age of
13.When forestry started to slide downwards, he
decided to move in to the construction side of the
things, operating bull-dozers and excavators.
But, the desire to work in the forest again never left
him.
When the forest industry made a shift upwards,
Drew decided to jump back in with both feet…and
jump back in he did!
Based out of Doaktown, New Brunswick, Clayhill
Equipment was started in 2010 and operates
mainly in the central New Brunswick forests.Today,
Clayhill Equipment consists of three harvesters and
two eight-wheel drive forwarders. One of which,
the 2014 John Deere 753G with 8,000 hours, had a
Log Max 6000B installed on it in the spring of 2016.
Drew says his first experience with Log Max can be
summed up like this:“With 3,000 hours on the
head, I really don’t know much about it- I’ve replaced one hose.We like how “smooth” it pulls the
tree through the head and it has all the power and
speed we need in the mixed stands. I call it the
“wrenchless” head.We never touch it.”

Eastern Canada
Ph. 506.869.2325

L-R: Andrew (Drew) Betts, owner Clayhill Equipment and operator Brandon Urqhart.
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New technology finds needles in haystacks

W

e live in the information age. The forest
industry relies on accurate information
about the forest and there are ever increasing
ways to gather that information. From provincial forest
inventories, digital imagery, Lidar, Landsat, and drones,
forestry planners are awash in forest data. However,
when it comes to processing that vast amount of data to
answer a specific question or increase productivity things
can get complicated.
Luckily New Liskeard, Ontario based First Resource
Management Group (FRMG) has a solution. The
solution is SkyForestTM, a data processing technology
that combines Landsat, space borne radar and digital
surface models to produce answers
to important inventory questions.
FRMG is a forest management
company which is currently
managing four different
management units; on behalf of
forest industry tenure holders
and the Crown; the Abitibi River,
Timiskaming, Temagami and the
Magpie Forests.
“Our core team goes back more
than twenty years and today we have
a very multidisciplinary and skilled
group of 20 people delivering
specialized forest management
services” said FRMG founding
partner and CEO Phil Green. “We
use inventory every day. We deal
with inventory issues and problems
all the time. We were trying to
figure out how to deal with some
of the shortcomings with forest
inventory. From that came the idea
for SkyForestTM. We were really trying to figure out how
to take advantage of all the imagery and data products that
were available and often free but underutilized. Whether
satellite data, airborne imagery or sample data from the
ground. We wanted to produce more information to help
out clients and the industry in general to improve the
productivity of their forest operations.”
Green says SkyForestTM was born from requests from

their clients to find ways to improve their operational
productivity. A team from a variety of disciplines
including forestry, GIS, geomatics and statistics all put
their heads together, came up with an idea and pursued it.
“Its user borne innovation,” Green says. The team worked
with leading researchers in designing SkyForestTM.
SkyForestTM takes a variety of data inputs to rapidly
produce forest inventory information such as hardwood
and softwood, canopy heights, timber volume, stem
counts and terrain data.
“There are lots of different data types available,
depending on how much you want to spend and what
level of resolution you want. We can use them all. What
we can do depends on how much data is available. It

literally only takes weeks to produce the SkyForestTM
forest inventory, and as a result we are able to deliver
near-real-time accurate information about forests and
harvest blocks” Green said.
One of the early adopters of SkyForestTM was White
River Forest Products. Located in White River, Ontario, it
is majority owned by Tembec founder and forestry legend
Frank Dottori. When contacted by FRMG to participate
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in testing the technology Dottori took the opportunity.
““We’re very impressed with the progress that’s been
made and look forward to some real game-changers with
the SkyForestTM technology,” Dottori said.
Don Larmer superintendent of operations and fibre
supply for White River Forest Products says SkyForestTM
is “giving us the opportunity to look at areas where
we should target as a first approach. We inherited a
management plan from the previous mill owners and
some of the selected harvest areas were not so good. The
inventory was quite old.”
“Using SkyForestTM was one more tool to help us look
at harvest chance. It also gave us timelines. If we know
that an area is going to have more or less wood to cut
than our previous information showed,
then we can schedule whether to have
the cutters in for one week or three days
rather than much longer,” Larmer said.
“We have the data products from First
Resource Management Group and we
continue to use those. Its more than we
expected. It really stratified high, medium
and low density timber very, very well,”
Larmer said. “When we targeted stands
that SkyForestTM identified as having a
particular stand structure; such as mixed
wood with hardwood main component;
that’s exactly what we found.”
In a short amount of time SkyForestTM
has attracted broad interest from both
industry and government. Industry is
utilizing the technology in four key areas.
The first is finding wood on the
landscape, where to go in the forest to
locate the type of wood desired (quality
and quantity) to meet mill requirements
in the short and long term. Next is
finding wood in the actual harvest block. Once in the
harvest block SkyForestTM can be used to circumvent
a variety of issues encountered there. Such as steep
slopes, and different qualities or quantities of timber.
Users can determine the different types of timber found
in a given location whether its hardwood or softwood,
pulp or saw logs, OSB wood or veneer wood. This all
can be determined before hand so users can schedule and
plan specific harvest operations that align well with mill
consumption and yard inventory requirements.
“The third area is cutting efficiency. It costs so many
dollars an hour to run a feller but revenues are generated
by the piece, you don’t want to be walking machinery
blindly around the block trying to find the good wood.
You want to know exactly where you are going before
you go. Knowing that will really improve your utilization
and the productivity of your machine,” Green said. “The
fourth one is building roads. One of the most innovative
aspects of SkyForestTM is that we found a way, without
Lidar, to produce a terrain map under the canopy. For the
purposes of road building that is really helpful. We have
helped operators shave off kilometres of road building
from their budget by using SkyForestTM.
For their road building terrain map SkyForestTM
starts of with radar based terrain data from NASA and
combines it with other types of data to refine the image.
SkyForestTM uses those other sources of information and
fuses them to produce a sharper image. They can sharpen
that information within about two metres.
“If you want to be within a few centimetres then you
use Lidar. You will pay a lot more but you will get that
resolution. If speed, scale and price is what you want
then you can use SkyForest Terrain Model for forestry
purposes. So do you need a microscope or do you need a
magnifying glass? A microscope is a lot more expensive
and it takes you a lot longer,” Green said.

OPG to study properties of advanced biomass
BY S HAUN L ESLIE TURRI FF

employ pellets made with the steam explosion pulping The capital cost of a coal plant conversion to traditional
method. At the time of the initial conversion work, the wood pellets can be very high. “Atikokan, burning the
steam treated fuel best met our requirements. The key traditional wood pellets, was converted for something
for each utility considering conversion is to match the along the lines of 170 million,” says Marshall. “A
fuel quality and price to their specific situation and project like Thunder Bay cost 3 to 5 million.”
level of capital investment. Our goal is to help the A conversion to wood pellets is generally more
information exchange to accelerate adoption of this difficult, compared to advanced biomass. “A plant
like Atikokan burns traditional wood pellets, which
energy option.”
In general, says Marshall, “Thermal upgrading are the most common fuel for coal replacement,” says
improves the characteristics of the advanced biomass, Marshall. “This requires major modifications to storage,
such as grindability, water resistance, durability, conveyors, safety systems, everything, really. This is a
etc.” Advanced biomass lends itself to coal plant fuel major capital investment.”
“With the advanced biomass, like we use at Thunder
conversions because of its favourable handling and
storage properties. It has higher energy density and is Bay, the fuel characteristics are much more favorable,”
hydrophobic (repels water) allowing it withstand the says Marshall. “The weatherability is better, so storage
outside is possible. Other fuel characteristics make it
elements while being stored outside.
Marshall feels that the advanced biomass project is off so the conversion is much easier, and thereforemuch
to a good start. “The project has a pretty big scope,” says less expensive.”
Advanced biomass offers real potential for the power
Marshall. “ We’ve tapped into a worldwide network.
So far, we’ve had 15 responses and 12 samples actually industry to switch to clean energy with a relatively
sent in. The suppliers are encouraged to send multiple low investment. And not just the power industry:
samples, representing different processing conditions “Any industry that burns coal directly, like the cement
industry, could benefit from this technology,” says
and feedstocks.”
“The project is expected to last three years,” says Marshall.
Pellet markets have softened recently, worldwide.
Marshall. So far, OPG is pleased with the response.
“It’s quite early in the project. We’re quite happy with While this project is still in its early stages, Marshall
the response so far.” Marshall notes that “There’s lots is optimistic. “This project is really just about testing
and data sharing at this point. However, we would
of time to submit samples.”
Marshall believes that there is a real need for more expect that an open collaboration between suppliers
knowledge, and more knowledge transfer, around and users in this area will prove to be beneficial to the
advanced biomass as a replacement for coal in power pellet industry.”
For more information, or to submit samples,
and related industries. “Given what we’ve seen here
at Thunder Bay, there is a key interest in this sort of interested parties are invited to contact: Les Marshall
power generation,” says Marshall. “We’ve had visitors 905-869-4185
and inquiries from all over the world.” However,
notes Marshall, “we’re the
world’s first generating
station to switch to
advanced biomass as a
fuel. We see people in
the power industry, or the
biomass power industry,
who aren’t aware of what
we do here. We want to
change that.”
TransCanada’s network of more than
“Using advanced
68,500 km (42,500 mi.) of pipeline taps
biomass really lends
into virtually all major gas supply basins
itself to an existing coal
in North America.
facility,” says Marshall.

I

n February, Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
announced a project, in conjunction with Natural
Resources Canada, to further study advanced
biomass as fuels in power generation and other
industries. They have invited producers of advanced
biomass to submit samples of their products for further
testing. “This new project stems from an interest in
finding out what’s out there in terms of advanced
biomass. It’s about information exchange,” says Les
Marshall, Senior Technical Specialist - Biomass,
Ontario Power Generation (OPG). The properties of
advanced biomass offer several advantages to a utility
generator, but they are not well known, and means to
evaluate them as fuels are not well developed. Advanced
biomass is a broad term to cover wood pellets that
have undergone thermal upgrading (torrefaction, steam
treatment, carbonisation, etc), in order to improve
certain characteristics of the fuel, such as calorific value,
grindability, or water resistance.
One of the goals of the project is to improve the
understanding of both suppliers and end users as to the
current state of advanced biomass fuel development.
“There’s a disconnect between producers and end-users.
Producers are making things they think end-users want,
but end-users actually want something different,” says
Marshall. “We want to help that situation.”
“By way of introduction, Neal Kelly, Director Media,
Issues, Information Management, Corporate Relations
and Communications for OPG, provides a bit of
background. “OPG generates 50 percent of Ontario’s
electricity on any given day, 99 percent of which is clean
energy.” OPG produces energy using hydroelectric
generating stations, nuclear generating stations and
biomass fueled stations. OPG no longer burns coal to
generate electricity.”
The Thunder Bay and Atikokan generating stations
have been retrofitted to burn biomass in place of coal.
Atikokan runs on conventional wood pellets. All of
OPG’s regular biomass fuel used in the Atikokan
station comes from local producers within the province.
Atikokan is the largest 100 percent biomass-fuelled
generating station in North America.
Originally opened in 1963, Thunder Bay is the oldest of
OPG’s thermal generating stations. After OPG stopped
using coal in 2014, one of Thunder Bay’s two units was
converted to use advanced biomass as a renewable fuel
to generate electricity. The Thunder Bay generating
station has become a
leader in the electricity
Let this be the year you buy
sector by converting to
“The Worlds Best Truck”
using advanced biomass
as fuel. Thunder Bay burns
treated wood pellets with
storage and handling
Call Richard Hunter
characteristics similar to
705-692-9400
those of coal.
“Marshall provides some
more technical details.
“Thunder Bay is a two
unit station, one of which
has been converted to
burn advanced biomass,
which are wood pellets
Customer Satisfaction SINCE 1991
that have been thermally
upgraded,” says Marshall.
“Torrefaction is a common
634 Jolin Street
thermal upgrade, one
888-900-1658
PO Box 38
you hear a lot about. At
(705)372-6111
Hearst,
ON
Thunder Bay, we chose to
Fx: (705)372-6110
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Imitating old growth captures carbon better
BY JOSHUA BROWN

ew results from a fifteen-year study on
Mount Mansfield and at the University
of Vermont’s research forest come to
a surprising conclusion: imitating old-growth
forests enhances carbon storage in
managed forestland far better than
conventional forestry techniques.
As the planet warms, carbon
markets are getting hot too.
Forest landowners have been
looking for ways to enter these
markets, making money from
their commercial timberland not
just by selling logs—but also
by demonstrating that their land
is absorbing climate-warming
carbon dioxide from the air. The
more carbon an acre of trees
holds, the more valuable it will
be in these new carbon markets—
whether in the California “cap
and trade” market, international
voluntary markets, or others that
have been sprouting up across the
U.S. and Canada.
But there’s a vexing question:
what forestry techniques do the
best job of maximizing carbon storage in trees and
soil—while still allowing landowners to provide
habitat for wildlife and harvest timber for profitable
sale?
Using an approach called “structural complexity
enhancement”—a suite of forestry techniques
designed to imitate the complexity of old forests and
natural disturbances (like wind storms)—a team of
UVM scientists show that they can maintain high
levels of carbon storage on managed timberland.
Under this new style of forestry, the scientists report
that, a decade after harvesting, carbon storage was
just fifteen percent less than what would accumulate

make a moderate amount of money—all at the same
time,” says University of Vermont forest ecologist
Bill Keeton, who co-led the new study, published
April 6, online, in the journal Ecosphere.
“There are many goals and options that landowners
have for their forests,” says Keeton. “This is a great
new tool for foresters and landowners to have in
their tool box.”
Fast forest
“We were very surprised that the growth rates of
trees in the structural complexity areas exceeded the
areas with conventional treatments,” Keeton says.
“This overturns previous dogma that more heavily

thinned areas would have faster growth that would
sequester carbon more rapidly than old trees.”
Instead, Keeton’s technique provides opportunity
for growth at all levels of the forest canopy and
releases the crowns of large older trees—by cutting
less vigorous trees around them—so they get lots
of sunshine and pack on new
wood and leaves. In short, the
study shows that imitating natural
disturbances and the way an old
forest grows can allow forests
to grow faster than traditional
selection forestry.
And this new approach “keeps
a lot of carbon on-site that would
otherwise be transferred to the
atmosphere if the trees were
cut,” says Keeton, “even when
accounting for the life cycle of
carbon in wood products.”
New old growth
For nearly two decades, Keeton
and his students have been
studying structural complexity
enhancement, or SCE, on northern
hardwood and mixed hardwoodconifer forest plots on the side of
Mount Mansfield and at UVM’s
Jericho Research Forest in northern
Vermont. This new Ecosphere study—co-led by
former UVM graduate student Sarah Ford—is part
of a series of his findings that show that imitating
key characteristics of old-growth forests in managed
timberland can increase biodiversity (including
notable increases in mushrooms, herbaceous plants,
and amphibians), enhance the ecosystem services
that forests provide to people (like clean water),
and, ultimately, restore old-growth forests—“a
vastly underrepresented forest type in the Northern
Forest,” Keeton says, due to the lingering effects
of forest clearing in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
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over time in forests that were not logged at all.
In contrast, the study shows that conventionally
managed timberland holds about forty-five percent
less carbon than uncut forests.
“This approach can let landowners restore oldgrowth forest habitats, fight climate change, and
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than traditional forestry, study shows
Now this new study adds another crucial benefit
to the SCE approach: fighting climate change by
soaking carbon dioxide out of the air and storing
it for long periods in forests. To make their study
of how effective SCE would be for this “carbon
forestry,” the UVM scientists established plots in
the forest and measured the carbon stored in living
and dead trees, as well as in woody debris on the
forest floor, in each plot. Then they used a variety
of ways of selecting trees for harvest—including
conventional approaches, the SCE techniques, and
control groups that were not cut at all.
Ten years after experimental harvesting, the
scientists went back and measured the carbon stored
in each kind of plot. Not only did the SCE approach
show dramatically higher levels of carbon than
conventional “single-tree” and “group” selection
techniques, but in one key pool of stored carbon—
coarse woody material lying on the ground—the
SCE approach led to more carbon being captured
than even the control plots where no cutting or other
forestry work was done.
Conservation concerns
In other words, for conservation-minded land
owners, like land trusts or forest preserves, Keeton’s
SCE approach— when aimed at maximizing
biodiversity and fighting climate change—could

lead to more carbon storage, and faster creation of
old-growth types of habitats, than doing nothing
at all.
“It’s possible to accelerate the recovery of old
growth in the Northern Forest,” says Keeton, who
co-directs the Forestry Program, leads the Carbon
Dynamics Lab, and serves as a Gund Fellow in
UVM’s Rubenstein School of Environment and
Natural Resources.
As the climate warms, that goal becomes
increasingly urgent—and the definition of old
growth itself becomes increasingly complex. With
warmer temperatures and many new invasive
pests, like emerald ash borer, hemlock woolly

adelgid, and beech bark disease, “the baseline is
shifting,” Keeton says. Restoring old growth to the
Northern Forest, “does not mean going back to the
forests we had four hundred years ago,” he says.
Instead, he sees old growth restoration as a form
of adaptation for the future. The characteristics of
old forests “like their structural complexity, closed
canopies, high levels of biodiversity, mixed-age
trees, and microclimates,” Keeton says—can give
land resilience against drought, higher temperatures,
diseases, storms, and rapid ecosystem changes.
“We’ll need more old growth in the future,” Bill
Keeton says.
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Wildfires, Woodlots and the Urban Interface
BY LI SA MARAK

W

hile this past winter seems to have been
unusually long, spring and the hot days of
summer will be upon us before we know it,
bringing with it the risk of forest fires. Unfortunately
wildfires have become a reality in BC that we face each
summer.
Our forests and wildlands cover over 94 million
hectares with approximately 2,000 wildfires
occurring each year. Many of our communities feel
threatened with this high occurrence of wildfires
around the province, particularly those in rural areas.
The wildfire in Fort McMurray is an example of the
devastation caused by wildfires.

The impact on our natural resources is also devastating.
Along with our forests being ravaged, wildlife habitat
is destroyed and viewscapes are ruined. Hydrologic
processes are affected as well causing possible soil
erosion and changes in infiltration and water run-off.
This is being driven by the effects of climate change,
the large areas of forest in the province impacted by the
mountain pine beetle which act as fuel and increasing
community development on or near our forests.
Following the summer of 2003 when some of the most
devastating forest fires impacted communities in BC,
the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations developed a Wildland Fire Management
Strategy (2010).
One of the measures recommended in this strategy was
fuel mitigation. Fuel mitigation
is a management treatment
to reduce wildfire risk in the
wildland-urban interface. The
objective is to modify forest
fuel to reduce aggressive fire
behaviour. Treatments include
tree thinning, spacing, pruning
and removal of woody debris
that reduces fuel loads which
in turn reduces the potential
for devastating wildfires. Fuel

management reduction also improves forest health and
growth, enhances wildlife habitat through increased
browse and provides better range for cattle grazing.
Woodlot Licences, BC’s smallest forest tenure
managed for timber, along with other forest values, are
often located next to communities. Some examples of
where woodlot licenses are likely to be found include
viewscapes, watersheds, high recreational use areas,
urban-wildland interfaces and adjacent to private
property.
With the majority of the 862 woodlots licences located
near communities, they are situated in the wildlandurban interface and as such are being managed to
conserve and protect important social, economic and
environmental values. Managing for fire hazards and
fuel loading is an important part of their management.
The Federation of BC Woodlot Associations through
funding provided by the Forest Enhancement Society,
has completed a spatial and data analysis of the BC
Wildfire Service 2015 Provincial Strategic Threat
Analysis (PTSA) for wildfire risk on Woodlot Licences
within the wildland-urban interface (WUI) across BC.
It assigns wildfire risk ratings to a given area and shows
where the greatest fuel loading and fire risk exists on
Woodlot Licences in close proximity to communities.
This spatial and data work is intended to facilitate
recommendations and decision making regarding fire
proofing communities at
strategic and operational
levels by multiple
stakeholders - the
Ministry of Forests, Lands
& Natural Resources,
local governments, First
Nations and community
groups.
Licensees with woodlots
in high risk areas,
through their Woodlot
Association would
like to work with local
government to hopefully
Dave Gill, Forestry Manager for West
develop and carry out
Bank First Nation (WBFN), speaks
fuel mitigation projects
to woodlot licensees about a fuel
to improve management
mitigation project conducted on
and reduce the risk of
WBFN’s community forest in
wildfire to communities.
West Kelowna.
Local governments play
a key role in carrying
out the Wildland Forest
Management Strategy as
they can identify threats,
PORCUPINE TRAILERS
engage the public and
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Complete range of
and administering
fuel mitigation project
forestry, mining & construction trailers
proposals.
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communities addressing
fuel management issues
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to help prevent and
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mitigate wildfires it can
only be accomplished by
addressing fuel build-up
on woodlot licences.
- Bark Mulch
And the folks who have
- Bark Compost
woodlot licences want
- Hog Fuel
to be good neighbours
and work with their
- Grinding/Screening
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community. A good start
as another fire season
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approaches.
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Forest Management – an “alternative fact”?
BY K EN ARMSON O.C. R. P. F. ( RET. )

components of the forest industry sector such as pulp
and paper or lumber when professionally it refers to
ersons working in forestry are generally aware the “science, art and practice of creating, managing,
that many of the words and terminology they using and conserving forests and associated resources
use professionally and technically are also for human benefit and in a sustainable manner to meet
used in the public arena often leading to confusion and desired goals, needs and objectives”1 Obviously,
misunderstanding. For example the word “forestry” too much of a mouthful for any editor searching for a
is often used in the media to refer to one or more headline on the softwood lumber issue.
Words can change their
meaning over time which
is why dictionaries are
continuously updated
or words are used in a
restricted sense by one or
more groups in society.
The words “manage” and
“management” are often
preceded by a term which
indicates that they are being
EACOM is now purchasing Spruce, Pine and
used in such a restricted
Fir logs for its Nairn Centre Operations.
sense, as in “financial
management”. So it is
with forest management,
We offer competitive pricing for deliveries to
“ the practical application
our Nairn Centre Sawmill or to acceptable
of biological, physical,
quantitative, managerial,,
storage yards.
economic, social
and policy principles
Nous sommes heureux de travailler avec
to the regeneration,
vous en français.
management, utilization
and conservation of

P

forests to meet specified goals and objectives while
maintaining the productivity of the forest”. Interestingly,
the technical term, “silviculture” which is specific to
forestry and is, “ the art and science of controlling the
establishment , growth, composition, health and quality
of forests and woodlands to meet the diverse needs and
values and society on a sustainable basis” is rarely used
publicly although it is the heart of forest management.
Historically in Canada, the term forest management
and its use has evolved over the years from its initial use
to describe the manner in which forest harvesting was
regulated, mainly by governments to the contemporary
use which is where we get into the “alternative fact”
matter. The general understanding of forestry and forest
management by the public and also the media is that of
logging, usually portrayed as clearcutting, planting trees
and fighting forest fires. All activities that occur in forest
management but do not constitute it. Within the last few
decades there has been increased opportunities for
involvement of local communities in the development
of forest management plans for forests in their area
managed by either private or government foresters.
Undoubtedly, theses publics are better informed as
to the professional meaning of forest management,
but to the larger world it is still the commonly used
alternative sometimes reduced politically to the phrase
of “planting two trees for everyone cut”. Perhaps, in our
contacts with the public and media we should cultivate
an understanding that the heart of forest management
is the practice of silviculture – a forthright word that
so far has not been corrupted into an “alternative fact”.

CONTACT MARCEL VEILLETTE
Tel: 705-869-4020 ext. 204
Cell: 705-690-6427
Fax: 705-869-2966
Email: marcel.veillette@eacom.ca
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Full product line of Shell lubricants and greases for all your
heavy duty equipment needs

WWW.EACOM.CA

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH OR VISIT:

BluewaveEnergy.ca
*Propane and onsite refuelling available at select Bluewave Energy locations. Contact your local branch for availability.
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PHILOSOPHY
BY P HIL HEARN

Softwood lumber tax ‘perfecto’

P

resident Donald Trump has found the
perfect revenue stream for building his
wall between the US and Mexico - a new
softwood lumber tariff!
And furthermore he has the perfect building
material to build that wall - Canadian softwood
lumber. It’s lightweight, strong and takes a nail
really well unlike its cousin - US southern pine.
With one fell swoop the Donald has solved his
financing problem. By buying even more softwood
lumber to build the wall, the US can also continue
to pile on the tariffs. It’s a win-win. Canada sells
more lumber and the US gets its revenue to build
the wall.
But back in the real world, where nothing changes,

White & Red Pine Specialty Products
• Core Boxes
• Knotty Pine
• Mining Timbers
Paneling
• Hardwoods
• Cedar Products

1-800-757-4797
Box 300 - Emo - Ontario - P0W 1E0

www.manitouforest.com

COMSATEC INC.
Energy Management

Electricity & Natural Gas

PEAKS IN ENERGY USAGE AT YOUR SITE
A ﬁnancial impact that we can help control

Canada to pay for Mexico’s wall
here we are again looking at another dog-and-pony
show where the various stakeholders follow their
own playbook as they have done for the last 100
years.
There are a few nuances in this round of softwood
lumber antics. The US has selected individual
companies to hit with a variable CVD rate ranging
from 3% for New Brunswick’s Irving to almost
25% for BC’s West Fraser and 12% for Resolute
Forest Products. Everyone else averages out at
around 20%. The argument for Irving being low
and West Fraser being high is harvesting on private
versus public lands but then Resolute harvests
mainly from public lands, so go figure.
Lumber futures have risen from a low of $320/
mbf last November to a recent high of over $400/
mbf. With the news from the US Commerce
Dept., the price dropped but is back on the rise
at $380/mbf. There is still the other shoe to drop
with potential anti-dumping (AD) tariffs but that
shouldn’t make too much different to the general
trend in the softwood lumber market.
The US buys almost 70% of its softwood lumber
from Canada. The tariff will raise new construction
costs in the US and the US lumber industry doesn’t

have enough capacity to fill the gap. Unless there
is another housing crash in the US which is highly
unlikely given interest rates and pent-up demand,
softwood lumber prices will continue to rise.
Incidentally, since the last softwood lumber setto, many Western Canadian producers like Canfor,
West Fraser and Interfor invested in mills south of
the border so they can adjust production to suit the
political situation.
As far as I can tell, this round of softwood lumber
negotiations will be more of the same except that
President Trump can use the issue to make his case
for renegotiating NAFTA. Even though lumber
isn’t part of the NAFTA agreement anyway. In
Canada, all the governments get to appoint a team
of bureaucrats to work diligently on the file, hiring
lawyers and generally wasting taxpayers money for
their 15 minutes of fame.
There is one last card that President Trump can
play. Demand a wall be build a wall along the
Canadian border. Surely, that wall would be made
of wood and Canadians would have to pay for it!

Former Working Forest editor Phil Hearn, after 40
years of trying to understand the Canadian forest
industry, finally packed
up his snow shovel and
headed south for the
winters and west for
the summers. Where,
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COVER MORE GROUND.
Loggers demand maximum productivity and uptime out of their
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